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Abstract  

Provides in-depth coverage of all major GUI functions for all components at 7.2 and 
higher.  This covers the Data Viewer interface in the iDoctor GUI. 
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1 Overview 

The Data Viewer is a frame window within IBM iDoctor for IBM i used for displaying tables and graphs 
over data on the system.  You can have as many Data Viewer windows open at one time as you want.  
The data behind the views within a Data Viewer may come from any number of systems desired which 
allows for easier comparisons. 
 
These views are manipulated in the same way as within the Main Window using groups of tabs (or they 
optionally can be tiled, cascaded, etc.).  Tables and graphs are typically opened from the component 
views in the Main Window.  There are also drill down options to open tables and graphs directly from the 
Data Viewer window instead of going back to the Main Window. 
 
The data behind a table or graph in the Data Viewer is produced using an SQL query.  These SQL 
statements usually are IBM-defined but the capability to define and open user-defined graphs and queries 
in the Data Viewer is also supported.   The SQL statement behind tables and graphs can either be 
manipulated in the query definition interface or using the SQL editor found above every table or graph by 
clicking the SQL button on the toolbar of the Data Viewer. 
  
In addition to running SQL statements to produce table and graph views the Data Viewer also has 
support for viewing spool files containing job logs. 
 
An example of a Data Viewer showing a graph from Job Watcher is shown below: 
 

 
Data Viewer example 
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2 Toolbar 

This section covers the toolbar buttons shown on the Data Viewer.   

Note: Some of these options are only enabled depending on the current focus of the mouse pointer. 

 

The Data Viewer Toolbar 
 
The following describes the different toolbar buttons available in the Data Viewer and their purpose: 
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Button Description 

 

New SQL Query 
Opens a new instance of an SQL Query View.  The SQL Query View is used to create a query 
using Structured Query Language (SQL).  The top portion of the view is an area where you can 
enter an SQL statement (also known as the SQL Editor) and the bottom portion is the result or 
output from the statement above.    

 

Open File 
This option allows you to open any library/file/member on the system using the Open File/SQL 
Table Window.  This window lets you browse for the file or SQL table you wish to open.    

 
Save As 
This option allows you to either save the contents of a table view to a file or if viewing a graph to 
a .jpg image.   
 
When using this option on a table the entire contents of the table are saved.  You can choose 
between rich text, comma separated, and tab separated text formats.  If you wish to 
include/exclude the header in the saved file, see the Preferences -> File tab. 

 
Properties 
Use this option to view the properties for the current selection in the graph or table view.      

 
Copy (Ctrl+C) 
Copies the current selection from the current table, graph, or selection made within the SQL 
Editor to the clipboard.  If a table view or SQL editor has current focus, this is only enabled when 
something has been selected.   
 
For graph views this will copy an image of the current graph (without the legend) to the clipboard.  
If you wish to include the legend in your image, then use Shift+Windows+S to draw a selection 
rectangle over the desired area of the window and copy it to the clipboard.  

 
Set Font (Ctrl+D) 
This button displays the Set Font window allowing you to set the font for the current view.  This 
only works for tables, the SQL editor or when viewing spool file output.  Note: This does not 
change graph fonts. 

 
Edit Preferences 
Displays the iDoctor Preferences interface.   

 

Find (Ctrl+F) 
This button displays the Find Window, allowing you to locate the specified text in the active view. 
Note: This is not applicable to graphs.       

 
WRKACTJOB 
Displays or hides the WRKACTJOB Pane.  Unlike the command this view lets you work with 
active or inactive jobs on the system (to view spool files of completed jobs.)  You can also graph 
some job statistics in limited ways. 

 
Refresh (F5) 
Refresh the currently active table or graph view. 

 
Window Manager 
This button will display the Window Manager which lets you work with a list of all views that are 
opened.  This lets you find and activate the desired view/window or close one or more views 
quickly. 

 
SQL Editor 
Shows or hides the SQL Editor containing the SQL statement(s) behind the current graph or 
table view.   

 
Hide/Show Legend 
Shows or hides the graph's legend.   This button will display the legend when it is pressed in and 
not show it otherwise. 

 
Hide/Show Table 
Shows or hides the Synchronized Table View under most graphs.  This provides the raw data 
behind the SQL statement and graph currently shown.  This table view is synchronized with the 
graph in all scrolling and selections made. 
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Toggle Table/Graph 
When working with a graph, this button lets the user switch quickly to see either the entire table 
or back to the graph. 

 
Alternate Views 
Displays a list of available alternate views available for the current graph and/or table.  Alternate 
views (in most cases) allow you to quickly redisplay the view in another way using the data 
already retrieved.   In some cases, the SQL may need to be reran to produce the view. 

 
Set Time Grouping 
Modifies the time grouping used for the current time-based graph.   The SQL statement behind 
the graph will be reran using a different time grouping, based on the choice made. 

 

Time Filter 
This option lets the user filter the graph by day of week and/or the time of day.  This can be 
useful if you want to exclude weekends or certain hours of the day.  
 
Note: It is only enabled on some types of graphs (CSI Historical Summaries). 

 
Normalize 
Flattens the bars in a time-based graph where intervals are of varying durations.  This option can 
be useful if there are wide variations in the time taken to produce intervals shown on the graph.  
For example, if Job Watcher was slow to initialize and the 1st 2 intervals took 10 times longer 
than the rest of the intervals, the rest of the intervals may be barely visible unless this option is 
turned on. 
 
When normalizing a graph, each value on the primary Y axis, is divided by the interval’s duration 
applicable to each Y-axis value.  This can create a “flattening” effect to bar heights by drawing 
time values based on relative contributions. 

 
Variable-Width Bars 
Toggles the use of variable width bar mode.  Intervals that took longer to collect are drawn with 
wider bars than intervals taking less time.  This allows you to see if the collection did not collect 
intervals at a consistent rate.  Typically, this can happen if the system is overburdened and the 
collection itself cannot be performed optimally. 

 
Show/Hide Idle Waits 
Shows (or hides) the idle waits in wait bucket graphs in CSI and JW.  This toggle will show all 
wait buckets including ones that are typically not of interest or revert to the original set. 
 
Note: You can configure which wait buckets are considered “idle” and which are not in the Wait 
Bucket Preferences.  

 
Toggle Graph Format 
Changes the graph format for the current graph.  Typically, this is used to toggle a rankings graph 
between vertical bars to horizontal bars.  It is less often used to toggle time-based graphs 
between lines and bars. 

 
Side-by-side Comparison 
This enables or disables Side-by-Side Comparison Mode.  This option is only enabled if 2 or 
more graphs or tables exist in the current Data Viewer. 

 
Synchronize Scrolling 
Use this option to synchronize the scrolling of data while in Side-by-Side Comparison Mode. 
This means when both views will scroll together when one of them is scrolled. 

 
Synchronize Y1-Scaling 
Use this option to synchronize the Primary Y-axis scaling while in Side-by-Side Comparison 
Mode. 
This means when both graphs will use the same min/max values on the primary Y-axis.  

 
First Row Set 
This button will take the user to the 1st row of data in the current report.   
 
Note:  iDoctor defines a block of X rows as a “row set.”.  By default, this is 100 rows but is 
configurable in Preferences -> SQL -> Max rowset size. 

iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
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Previous Row Set 
This button will move the current report to the previous row set of data.  Typically, this moves the 
current record position 100 rows backward. 

 
Record Position 
This text field on the toolbar indicates the current scroll position (or row position) within the report 
being viewed.  You can type a new value and press Enter into this field and the graph or table will 
move to that position. 

 
Next Row Set 
This button will move the current report to the next row set of data.   Typically, this moves the 
current record position 100 rows forward.  

 
Last Row Set 
This button will take the user to the last row set of data in the current report.   
 

 
Math Mode 
Use this option to perform math functions over the selected rows in the current table or table 
beneath a graph.  Clicking this button provides a menu where you can pick which function to 
perform (or none).  After selecting an option placing the mouse over cells in the selected rows will 
show the results. 
 
The possible math functions are 
 
None – No math function is performed; this is the default. 
Sum – Adds up all values for the current column’s selected rows. 
Average – Average of all values for the current column’s selected rows. 
Min and Max – Displays the min and maximum values from the current column’s selected rows. 
Percent of – Displays the percentage of the current cell’s value of the total from the current 
column’s selected rows. 
Delta – Displays the difference between the rows indicated. 
 
The following is an example of using the math function to add up the values in a column for the 
selected rows.  The total is shown in the flyover. 
 

 

 
About 
This option displays the properties for iDoctor. This button performs the same action as the Help 
-> About menu. 
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3 Status Bar 

The Data Viewer status bar provides additional details about the current view you are working with in the 
grey area at the very bottom of the window. 

 

 

Data Viewer Status Bar (red box around it) and Graph 

 

The status bar has 3 parts; some of which will only be filled based on the current view and status: 

1) General Status Pane 

2) Math Pane 

3) Position Indicator Pane 

3.1 General Status Pane 
This portion of the status bar identifies different things depending on the current selection. 

1) If an iDoctor graph is shown and the mouse is not over any data (over white space), then this 
information identifies the .mdb database (MS Access) and where in the database the report is 
located.  The available memory (based on GDI objects) is also available here.  For example: 

 

a. iDocJW.mdb identifies the database as iDocJW.mdb in the iDoctor install directory 
(typically C:\program files (x86)\ibm\idoctor) 

b. QAIDRGPH table SUM WAIT 510 ALTID 1 SREFNO 1201 means table QAIDRGPH 
where SQRYCAT = SUM and SQRYCATSUB = WAIT, GRAPHID is 510 and SREFNO = 
1201 in QAIDRGPH and in table QAIDRSQL. 
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iDocJW.mdb QAIDRGPH table GRAPHID = 510, SQRYCAT = ‘SUM’ and 
SQRYCATSUB = ‘WAIT’ 

c. The memory used is 4.72%.  This is based on GDI objects and not based on normal 
RAM.  You can increase this if you have access to change your Windows registry 
settings, by using the menu Edit -> Increase Windows GDI limit menu from the Main 
Window.  This is a one-time step and increases the maximum GDI limit in all windows 
application from 10000 to 64000 objects.  Because the graphing mechanism consumes 
large numbers of these, this may be desirable depending on how iDoctor is used.  

 

2) If an iDoctor graph is shown and the mouse is over a selection, the general status bar pane 
contains the data relative to that point. 

 

 

3) If an iDoctor report is shown, then this information identifies the .mdb database (MS Access) and 
where in the database the report is located.  

 

a. iDocJW.mdb identifies the database as iDocJW.mdb in the iDoctor install directory 
(typically C:\program files (x86)\ibm\idoctor) 

b. QAIDRSQL table SUM COLSIZE 1900 means table QAIDRSQL where SQRYCAT = 
SUM and SQRYCATSUB = COLSIZE and SREFNO = 1900.  
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iDocJW.mdb QAIDRSQL table SREFNO = 1900, SQRYCAT = ‘SUM’ and 
SQRYCATSUB = ‘COLSZE’ 

 

3.2 Math Pane 
The Math Pane will only be filled in some situations where a selection has been made in a table or graph. 

A typical usage scenario would be if the user needs to know the sum of several values in a table.  By 
selecting the desired cells, the average, count, and sum of the values selected will be given. 

 

 

Math Pane Example 

Selecting the entire rows of a table can also be used by the Math Pane and all non-numeric fields will be 
discarded from the calculations.   

Note: A maximum limit of 150 rows and 50 columns applies.  Exceeding this will cause no data to be 
shown in this pane. 
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Math Pane Row Selection Example 

 

This feature also applies to graphs when making selections.  The numbers on the Y1-axis will be added 
up and shown in the Math Pane. 
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Graph Math Pane Example 

 

3.3 Position Indicator Pane 
This pane displays for the current view, the total records/bars and the scrolled location within that total. 

 

 

Position Indicator Pane Example 
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4 Menu Options 

This section discusses the menu options available within the iDoctor Data Viewer.  This only covers the 
menus available at the top of the Data Viewer window and does not cover the popup menus available 
within views displayed inside the Data Viewer. 
 

 
The Data Viewer Menus 
 
The table below outlines the different types of menu operations that may be performed within the Data 
Viewer. 
 

File Menu  Description 

New SQL Query Opens a new instance of an SQL Query View.  The SQL Query View is used to 
create a query using Structured Query Language (SQL).  The top portion of the view 
is an area where you can enter an SQL statement (also known as the SQL Editor) 
and the bottom portion is the result or output from the statement above.    

Open File/Member This option allows you to open any library/file/member on the system using the Open 
File/SQL Table Window.  This window lets you browse for the file or SQL table you 
wish to open.    

Save -> View As... This option allows you to save the contents of a table view to a file.  When using this 
option, the entire contents of the table are saved.  You can choose between rich text, 
comma separated, and tab separated text formats.   

Save -> Selection 
As... 

The option allows you to save the selected contents of a table to a file.  When using 
this option only the selected records or block of cells are written to the file. 
 
When using this option, you can choose between rich text, comma separated, and 
tab separated text formats.  This option is not available for graph views. 

Save -> Query 
Definition... 

This option allows you to save the current table's query definition to the user-defined 
reports database.   

Save -> Graph 
Definition... 

Allows the graph definition behind the current graph view to be saved to the user-
defined reports database.   

Close This menu will close the active view in the Data Viewer. 

Print This menu allows you to print the active graph view or contents of the SQL Editor.  
Before using this option, set focus into the desired SQL Editor or graph view by 
clicking inside the view. 
 
Note: This option is not currently available for table views. 

Close Data Viewer Use the menu to close the Data Viewer and everything in it. 
 
Tip: If queries are currently executing when performing this action, you may have to 
request this option a 2nd time since the queries will be canceled on the 1st attempt to 
close the Data Viewer. 
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Edit Menu Description 

Undo (Ctrl+Z) Undo changes made in the SQL Editor with current focus. 

Zoom Out (Alt+Z) If working in a graph view and you’ve zoomed in already, this option will allow you to 
zoom back out 1 level. 

Zoom Out All If working in a graph view and you’ve zoomed in 1 or more times, this option will 
restore the graph to its original state.  

Cut (Ctrl+X) Cut the current selection from the SQL Editor to the clipboard. 

Copy (Ctrl+C) Copies the current selection from the current table, or SQL Editor to the clipboard.  If 
a table view or SQL Editor has current focus, this is only enabled when something 
has been selected.   
 
For graph views this will copy an image of the current graph (without the legend) to 
the clipboard.  If you wish to include the legend in your image, then use Alt-Print 
Screen to copy the Data Viewer and everything in it to the clipboard.  You may want 
to maximize the current graph view within the Data Viewer before doing this. 

Paste (Ctrl+V) Paste the current text selection on the clipboard into the SQL Editor. 

Find... (Ctrl+F) This option opens the find window for the SQL Editor or table view with current 
focus.  Click on a table or SQL editor first to give the desired view focus if 
necessary. 
 
When used in an SQL editor it allows you to quickly search for the next occurrence 
of a value in the SQL statement. 
 
This option allows you to reposition the current record position in a table view, based 
on some input you supply.  The Find Dialog will be displayed, and you can use it to 
search for a specific value.   

Find Next (F3) Find the next occurrence of a value within the SQL Editor or table view.  
This option doesn’t apply to graph views. 

Find Previous 
(Shift+F3) 

Find the previous occurrence of a value within the SQL Editor or table view. 

Replace (Ctrl+H) Displays a window allowing you to perform text replacement in the SQL editor. 

Set Font (Ctrl+D) This menu displays a window allowing you to set the font used for the table views in 
the IBM iDoctor for IBM i application.  This option does not apply to the graph views.  
The font sizes used in the graph views are controlled in the Preferences window. 

Preferences… This menu displays a window allowing you to set user Preferences for the 
application.  

Select All Selects the entire contents of the SQL Editor or all rows in a table. 
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View Menu Description 

MDI Tabbed Style Use this option to change the current MDI tabbed style being used.  There are 3 
styles of MDI tabs available in iDoctor: 
1) None – this is a classic Windows MDI without tabs 
2) Standard – allows users to tile and cascade but you cannot create groups of MDI 

tabs to compare with other tabs. 
3) Grouped – Tabs cannot be tiled or cascaded but you can create groups of MDI 

tabs in order to make comparisons. 
 
1) A Preferences option is also available which will open up the Preferences for the 

MDI tabs. 

Report Visibility This option is used to control the level of detail in the list of reports in 3 ways: Basic, 
Detailed, Advanced.   
 
Basic mode will show the fewest reports and Advanced will show all reports. 
For new users Intermediate is recommended. 
 
Note: You can tell which mode is in use by looking at the first word in the title bar of 
the Main Window or Data Viewer. 
 

 
Toolbar This will either show or hide the tool bar.   

Status Bar This menu will either show or hide the status bar.    

Refresh (F5) This menu will refresh the currently active view. 
 

Resize Column 
Widths (F8) 
 

This option will resize the columns shown in the currently show list view.   
F8 can also be used to do this action. 
 

Field Names This option will toggle the display of column headings so only the SQL given field 
name is shown.  This applies only to table views.  
 

Field Descriptions This option will toggle the display of column headings to long field descriptions (if 
known).  This applies only to table views. 

Field Names and 
Descriptions 

This option will toggle the display of column headings to both short field names and 
descriptions.  This applies only to table views. 
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Window Menu Description 

Cascade Use this menu to rearrange all views in the Data Viewer in an overlapping sequence 
starting in the upper left corner of the window.  
 
Note: This option is not shown when the MDI tabbed style is set to Grouped. 

Tile Horizontally Use this menu to rearrange all views in the Data Viewer such that each view will 
have an equal distribution of the available height in the Data Viewer.  The views will 
not overlap each other. 
 
Note: This option is not shown when the MDI tabbed style is set to Grouped. 

Tile Vertically Use this menu to rearrange all views in the Data Viewer such that each view will 
have an equal distribution of the available width in the Data Viewer.  The views will 
not overlap each other. 
 
Note: This option is not shown when the MDI tabbed style is set to Grouped. 

Close All This option can be used to close all open tabs/views. 

 
 

Help Menu Description 

IBM iDoctor for IBM 
i website 

Launches your web browser and takes you to the iDoctor website. 

IBM iDoctor for IBM 
i downloads 

Launches your web browser and takes you to the iDoctor downloads page. 

IBM iDoctor for IBM 
i documentation 

Launches your web browser and takes you to the iDoctor documentation page. 

About This will display version information for the IBM iDoctor for IBM i client.   
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5 SQL Query View 

The SQL Query View refers to the view you get when you press the SQL Query View button  on the 
Data Viewer toolbar.  Pressing this button will initially provide you with an option to select the system 
name you wish to write an SQL statement against like the following: 
 

 
System Selection Window  
 
Tip: If you do not want to see the System Selection Window and just have iDoctor use the current system 
you are working with, then uncheck the “Confirm system name when opening new SQL editor” option in 
Preferences -> Confirm. 
 
After selecting a system, you will be presented with an empty SQL query view where you can write any 
SQL statement(s) you wish against the system name provided. 
 

iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
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SQL Query View 
 
At the top of this view is an SQL Editor and the bottom the results of the execution of that statement will 
be displayed.  If a SQL select statement or WITH statement are used the results are shown as a table. 
See the next section for more information about the SQL Editor in iDoctor 
 

 
SQL Query View with data 
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6 SQL Editor 

The SQL editor lets you execute and display the results of one or more SQL statements.   
Note: If multiple SQL statements are to be ran, then each must end with a semicolon.   
 
The top portion of the view is an area where you can enter SQL statement(s).  This bottom view is either 
a table view or graph view or in the case of errors, the results and error messages are shown instead of a 
table or graph. 
 
Note:  All iDoctor SQL statements (and RUNSQL on green screen) by default use System naming 
convention and not SQL naming convention where “library/file” syntax is used and not “library.file”.   Other 
tools such as Run SQL Scripts uses SQL naming convention by default.  Use the convert menu options if 
necessary to copy and paste SQL statements between iDoctor and Run SQL Scripts. 
 

 
SQL Editor with attached graph 
 
The queries you create with this view may be saved and restored for later use and their definitions can be 
viewed and manipulated using the query definition interface.   
 
The SQL Editor is used to execute one or more SQL statements in the order that they appear.  Each SQL 
statement must end with a semicolon.  If you want the results to be viewable under the editor, the last 
statement must be an SQL WITH or SQL SELECT statement.  Typically statements before the SELECT 
or WITH could be calls to SQL stored procedures or commands to create aliases or drop tables, etc. 
 
To execute your SQL statement, right-click on the SQL Editor and choose the Execute menu or press the 
F4 key.  This will cause the SQL statement(s) to be executed and the table or graph will be redisplayed.   
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Tip: If you wish to run a specific statement (out of more than 1), then click somewhere with that statement 
and right-click and use the Execute -> Selected menu option. 
 
You can also add any comments to the SQL Editor using two dashes like in this example: 
 

 
 SQL Editor showing comments in 1st two lines  
 
Most table and graph views in iDoctor’s Data Viewer provide an SQL Editor in a hidden view above them.  
Some comparison modes do not provide this.  You can show or hide the SQL Editor using the SQL button 
on the toolbar.  You can also open a new SQL Editor with an attached table view called the SQL Query 
View, using the 1st icon on the toolbar of the Data Viewer. 
 
Note: The SQL Editor can be used to run any SQL statements desired within the current QZDASOINIT 
job.  This allows advanced users to define their own stored procedures, drop tables, and create tables or 
indexes using the SQL editor in iDoctor.  For a history of the SQL statements issued and results, use the 
SQL message log (View -> SQL Message Log menu.)  But to enable this logging you will need to use 
Preferences -> SQL tab and configure this there. 
 
Note: With the January 2022 builds, the OVRDBF command is no longer used by iDoctor.  Aliases must 
be created to point to the correct collection in multiple member physical files.  By default, iDoctor uses 
QTEMP aliases having a naming convention of QTEMP/<LIBRARY>_<FILE>_<MEMBER>. 
 
The following options are available in the SQL Editor’s popup menu: 

 
SQL Editor Popup-Menu 
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Popup Menu Description 

Execute -> All (F4) Execute the SQL statement(s) within the SQL Editor. 
 
If multiple statements are used, then all statements are executed from top to bottom 
and each must end with a semicolon.  If necessary, comment out any statements 
you do not wish to execute. 

Execute -> 
Selected 

Executes only the selected SQL statement(s) or where the mouse pointer has 
current focus if none are selected. 

Execute -> All in 
batch 

This attempts to execute all SQL statements in the Remote SQL statement status 
view.   
 
Tip:  You cannot use this option to run SELECT or WITH statements there. 
Also, any QTEMP aliases may need to be recreated. 

Execute -> 
Selected in batch 

This attempts to run the selected SQL statements in the Remote SQL statement 
status view.   

Display Job Log Displays the job log for the QZDASOINIT job that is responsible for running the SQL 
statements shown in the current table or graph. 

Active Job Options This contains a set of options applicable to QZDASOINIT job processing the 
requests within this interface such as viewing the call stack, open files, or searching 
the job log.  For more information, see the Main Window documentation. 

Create SQL table This option will create an SQL table on the IBM i based on the SELECT or WITH 
statement in the SQL editor.  This can be useful if you wish to save the data provided 
by iDoctor to your own file for later viewing.   

Convert SQL 
naming to System 
naming 

This option can be used to modify the SQL statement so that all tables using SQL 
naming convention (library.table) will change to System naming convention instead 
(library/table). 

Convert System 
naming to SQL 
naming 

This option can be used to modify the SQL statement so that all tables using System 
naming convention (library/table) will change to SQL naming convention instead 
(library.table). 

Launch SQL in Run 
SQL Scripts 

This option will copy the contents of the SQL Editor into a temporary file and open it 
in the Run SQL Scripts tool provided in IBM i Access Client Solutions. 

Cut Cut the current selection from the SQL Editor to the clipboard. 

Copy Copies the current selection from the selection made within the SQL Editor to the 
clipboard.   

Paste Paste the current text selection on the clipboard into the SQL Editor at the current 
position. 

Find  This option opens the find window for the SQL Editor allowing you to quickly search 
for the next occurrence of a value in the SQL statement. 

Find Next  Find the next occurrence of a value within the SQL Editor.   

Replace Displays a window allowing you to perform text replacement in the SQL Editor. 

Select All Selects the entire contents of the SQL Editor. 

 
If executing the SQL statement within the SQL Editor results in an error, the SQL Editor will show the 
error instead of the expected graph or table view results.  Correct the error and rerun the statement to 
display the graph or table attached to the SQL Editor. 
 

iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
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Example of an error shown in the SQL Editor 
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6.1 Create SQL Table 
This option will create an SQL table on the IBM i based on the SELECT or WITH statement in the SQL 
editor.  This can be useful if you wish to save the data provided by iDoctor to your own file for later 
viewing.   
 
Note: This only works if the SQL editor contains a single SELECT or WITH SQL statement.   
 
This will temporarily modify the SQL editor to contain an appropriate CREATE TABLE SQL statement 
then change it back to the original statement after execution if the Show CREATE TABLE checkbox is 
unchecked. 
 
By using this option, you will be prompted for the library and table name where you wish the data to go: 
 

 
Create SQL Table Window 
 
Afer successful use the graph or table view will show something like this to let you know that the table 
was created.  Note: This feature requires client 1525 or higher. 
 

 
Create SQL Table Success 
 
Tip: If the “Show CREATE TABLE SQL statement” checkbox is unchecked, then reexecute the SQL 
statement to restore the previously visible graph or table.  If that option is checked, then rerunning the 
SQL statement will fail unless a new table name is used. 
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Create SQL Table Failure 
 

6.2 Launch SQL in Run SQL Scripts 
This option will copy the contents of the SQL Editor into a temporary file and open it in the Run SQL 
Scripts tool provided in IBM i Access Client Solutions. 
 
Tip: If this option does not work and you have IBM i Access Client Solutions installed, then you have not 
yet installed 32-bit ACS on your Windows machine using the javascript provided in the install download.  
After unzipping the files, you will need to expand the Windows_Application folder and run 
install_acs_32_allusers.js. 
 
Note: The 32-bit option is needed because iDoctor is a 32-bit application and it will be launching ACS 
Run SQL Scripts. 
 

 
IBM i Access Client Solutions Windows_Application folder from the download image  
 

Note:  Run SQL Scripts uses SQL naming convention by default and iDoctor uses System naming 
convention.  Use the Convert System naming to SQL naming convention option before using this menu 
option. 
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7 Open File/SQL Table Window 

This option allows the user to open any library/file/member on the system.  A window is displayed where 
the user can browse for the desired type of file and member to open. 
 
The following 5 types of objects can be browsed and opened with this window: 

1) SQL tables  
2) Physical files 
3) Logical files 
4) Aliases 
5) Views 

 
Of these 5 types only physical files and logical files will potentially fill the list with members to choose 
from.  SQL tables, aliases and views can be opened by double-clicking them without needing to select a 
member. 

 
 
Open File/SQL Table Window 
 
The following table describes the interface elements within this window. 
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Option Description 

System (IBM i) The IBM i system to connect to and look for files to open. 
 
Note: This drop-down list of system names is the same as those found in the IBM i 
Connections View.  Add a system there for it to appear automatically in this list. 

File/table name The name of the physical file, SQL table, alias, view or logical file to search for.  This 
can be *ALL or blank to include all file names or it can be a generic file name like 
QAYPE*. 

Library name The name of the library name to search for tables.  This can be *ALL or blank to 
include all libraries or it can be a generic library name like MC*. 

Member name The member name to search for within the Members for selected file/table list. 
 

Include options This list of checkboxes indicates which types of objects should be included in the list 
of results. 

Results This is the list of objects (files, aliases, views, etc) that match the filtering options 
above after pressing the Search button. 

Search button The search button will query the IBM i for the objects of interest based on the filters 
provided. 

Members for 
selected file/table 
list 

This is the list of members for the selected file in the results list (file list) and that 
also match the member name filter. 
 
Note: This list is not applicable if the currently selected type of object in the results 
list is VIEW or ALIAS.  This list will always be empty for those types. 

Open button Opens the selected library/file/member or SQL table, alias or view in the Data 
Viewer. 
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8 Table Views 

A table view shows data from database files via SQL statements executed on the system.  The user can 
display many records in a table view and use the scroll bar to quickly move to the records desired via 
relative positioning.   
 
The SQL behind the table view can be modified at any time using the SQL Editor.  If you don’t wish to 
modify the SQL either the Query Definition interface or Filters may be used instead.  Filters may be added 
by right-clicking the desired column and using the Add Filter menu. 
 
The data may also be sorted by clicking the desired column to sort by.  Left click will sort a column in 
ascending sequence.  Click again to resort in descending sequence.  If you hold the down the SHIFT key 
the next column clicked will be added to the existing sort sequence.  You can also change the sort order 
by modifying the ORDER BY clause of the SELECT statement in the SQL Editor.  A final option is to use 
Sort menu found by right-clicking a column in the graph’s legend. 
 
Data in a table view may be selected for copy and paste to a file or to the clipboard.  A set of records -or- 
a block of cells may be selected at any one time.  Click the left mouse button and drag across the cells 
desired to make a block selection.  Once a selection is made, use the Edit -> Copy (Ctrl+C) menu to copy 
the current selection to the clipboard.  Use the File -> Save Selection As... menu to write the selection to 
a file.   
 
Tip:  Making cell/row selections will also fill the Math Pane in the status bar with the sum of all numeric 
values in the selection. 
 
The record Position Indicator Pane in the status bar will show which records are currently being viewed 
out of the total possible in the active view.  

 
Position Indicator Pane 
 
An example of a table view is the following: 
 

 
Table View Example 
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8.1 Row Menu Options 
A popup menu is available by right-clicking on any row within the table.  The following options are 
available: 
 

Menu Description 

Record Quick View This option will display a vertical view of the current row(s) selected.  If multiples are 
selected this option can be used to show a comparison between two rows in a side-
by-side view.   

Copy Copies the current text selection to the clipboard.  This may consist of rows or block 
of cells.  Make a block selection by holding down the left mouse button and draw a 
box. 
 

Find... This menu allows the user to reposition the current record in a table view, based on 
input supplied if matching information is found.   

Save -> View As... This option allows you to save the contents of a table view to a file.  When using this 
option, the entire contents of the table are saved.  You can choose between rich text, 
comma separated and tab separated text formats.   

Save -> Selection 
As... 

The option allows you to save the selected contents of a table to a file.  When using 
this option only the selected records or block of cells are written to the file. 
 
When using this option, you can choose between rich text, comma separated and 
tab separated text formats.  This option is not available for graph views. 

Save -> Query 
Definition... 

This option allows you to save the current table's query definition to the local user-
defined reports database on the PC.  Query definitions are saved into the user-
defined queries folder under collections and can be reused. 
 
A window will be displayed asking for a description of the query and which 
component it applies to (if this is not already known). 

 

Set Font This menu displays a window allowing customization of the font used for all table 
views.   

Preferences This menu displays a window allowing the user to set customized settings for the 
IBM iDoctor for IBM i application.  

Graph Definition -> 
Define New 

This contains an option to create a new user-defined graph from the current report. 

Query Definition -> 
Field Selection 

This allows the user to modify the list of columns, rearrange them or change which 
ones are visible.  

Query Definition -> 
Filters 

This allows the user to define filters and apply them to the current report. 

Query Definition -> 
Reset  

This option allows the user to discard changes made to the SQL statement using the 
above query definition menu options. 

Query Definition -> 
Save As… 

Use this option to save the current SQL statement as a user-defined report. 

 

Duplicate as table 
view 

This option creates a copy of the current report as a new table view in the Data 
Viewer. 

Properties Displays the properties for the current report.  The information shown in the property 
pages varies based on the type of report being viewed. 

Search Google for 
‘X’ 

This option will open the default web browser and do a search on the contents of the 
table cell or column header you right-clicked on. 

 
Depending on the type of report shown in a table view, other menus applicable to that report type will be 
shown.  These are mentioned in the documentation for each of the components. 
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8.2 Column Menu Options 
Right-clicking on a column provides additional options for filtering, sorting or hiding the column from view.   
 
The following options are available: 
 

Menu Description 

Sort descending Changes the sort order of the SQL statement, removing existing fields in the sort and 
adding the current field in descending order to the sort sequence. 

Sort ascending Changes the sort order of the SQL statement, removing existing fields in the sort and 
adding the current field in ascending order to the sort sequence. 

Edit… This option lets you change the column description shown for the selected column. 

Add filter... Displays the Filter interface for tables and provides options for defining filtering 
based on the current selection (column, row) in the table. 

Remove selected 
filter 

This option removes the filter defined for the current column.   
When filters are defined, the column header text is shown in a red color. 

Remove all filters This option removes all filters defined in the SQL statement that were added by the 
Table Filtering Interface. 

Hide Removes the selected column from view. 

Unhide all columns Redisplays all columns that were previously removed using the Hide menu option. 

Search Google for 
‘X’ 

This option will open the default web browser and do a search on the contents of the 
table cell or column header you right-clicked on. 

 

8.3 Making Row Selections 
Row selections are made by selecting (clicking on) the desired row. 
If you desire to select a continuous range of rows, then hold down the shift key and click on the 1st row 
and then click again on another row.  All rows between the 1st and last selection will be selected. 
 
After the selection is made you can copy it to the clipboard by pressing the Ctrl+C keys or using the Copy 

  button on the toolbar.  You can also export the desired rows to an Excel (CSV format) file using the 
File -> Save Selection As menu.  In addition, your numeric fields will be added up in some situations and 
shown in the Math Pane. 

8.4 Making Cell Selections 
Cells in table views are selected in iDoctor by performing the following action: 
 
1) Left-click and hold the button down on the desired (cell).  The point clicked on should be the upper left 
position of the set of cell(s) desired to be selected. 
2)  With the button held down , move the mouse down and to the right.  During this process a box is 
drawn. 
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Making a cell selection rectangle in a table 
 
3)  Release the mouse button at the desired point, all cells within the box drawn will be selected. 

 
Completed cell selection 
 
After the selection is made you can copy it to the clipboard by pressing the Ctrl+C keys or using the Copy 

  button on the toolbar.     
 

8.5 Filter 
The Filter window is accessed by right-clicking a column and using the Add Filter menu. 
Filters can be defined on one or more columns and each filter will modify the SQL statement (within the 
where clause) to perform the desired filtering.  The column headers that have filters applied are drawn 
with a red color. 
 
This following is an example of the Filter window: 

 
Filter Window 
 
The following options are available: 
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Element Description 

Field This is the desired field to filter on.  By default, this is the same field that was right-
clicked. 

Operator The type of operation to use for this filter.  The possible values are: 

 
 
Note:  the = (equal) operator may not work for fields derived from the double 
function. 

Value This is the value to apply to the filter.   
 
Generally, the filter is something like  
FIELD OP VALUE  
 
where OP is the operator, FIELD is the field to filter on and VALUE is a constant 
numeric or text string. 

Add/Update Filter This button will add or update the desired filter in the table.  The change does not 
take effect until the Apply button is pressed or the table is refreshed. 

Apply This button will rerun the query behind the table and apply any changes made to 
filters defined. 

Advanced 
checkbox 

This checkbox will hide/display the additional options on this window.  They are 
typically not needed unless you wish to define more advanced options.  See the 
section on the Query Definition ->Filters interface for more information (these options 
behave the same as in that interface) 

 

 
Filter Window with Advanced options displayed 
 

8.5.1 Adding a Filter 
The following shows an example of adding a Filter to a table: 
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1)  Right-click desired column, then use the Add Filter… menu. 

 
Column menu – Add Filter 
 

2) Type desired value and select Operator value and click Add Filter.   
 

Table with Filter window, Apply button not yet pressed 
 

3) Pressing the Apply button reruns the query using the desired filter and updates the results. 
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Table with Filter window, Apply button has been pressed 
 

8.5.2 Removing a filter 
The process to remove a filter from a table looks like this: 
 

1) Right-click the table’s column showing the filter. 

 
 

2) Select the Remove ALL Filters menu or Remove selected filter and the filter will be removed. 

8.5.3 SQL Statement Changes 
When filters or the Query Definition interface options are used, the SQL statement is modified so that the 
existing SQL statement becomes a subselect of a new statement.  For example, the SQL behind the table 
shown in the previous section is: 
 

SELECT * FROM (SELECT MESSAGE_ID, SEVERITY, MESSAGE_TEXT, MESSAGE_TIMESTAMP,  

MESSAGE_SECOND_LEVEL_TEXT  AS MESSAGE_DETAILS, ORDINAL_POSITION AS POS  

FROM TABLE(QSYS2/JOBLOG_INFO('185161/QUSER/QZDASOINIT')) A 

) GUI_FILTER WHERE UPPER(SEVERITY) = 30 ORDER BY POS DESC 

 
The identifier "GUI_FILTER" is used by the iDoctor GUI to indicate that this special type of filtering has 
been defined.  Removing or changing this value in the SQL Editor will cause the filters to be no longer 
usable via the GUI. 
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8.6 Find Window 
The Find Window allows a user to perform a search over a Table View.  Use the Edit -> Find... menu 
(Ctrl+F) or right-click on a Table View and choose the Find... menu to use this option.  Find allows the 
user to search for a text string within a specific column.   
 
An example of the find window is shown below: 
 

 
Find Window  
 

After providing a search term to look for you can close the window and use the Edit -> Find Next (F3) or 
Edit -> Find Previous (Shift+F3) menu to look for the next/previous occurrences without needing to have 
this window visible. 

8.7 Query Definitions 
Tables and graphs are created via an underlying query definition or SQL Statement.  The query definition 
defines exactly how data is to be retrieved and from what files(s), SQL tables, views or aliases.  The 
Query Definition Interface is an interface over (the outermost portion of) an SQL statement.  Most table 
and graph views in iDoctor provide a query definition menu that lets the user work with the SQL 
Statement behind the report.   
 
The Query Definition Interface allows a user to customize the query for the active table or graph within the 
Data Viewer. Right-click on the view and use the Query Definition menu to open the Query Definition 
Interface for the desired tab.   
 
The tabs within the interface are: 
 
Field selection - indicates the order of the fields and the ones to display or hide 
Filters - used to filter out or only include records that meet certain characteristics 
 

8.7.1 Field Selection 
The field selection panel allows you to hide or reorder the fields in the associated table view.   You can 
also use the Reset button to discard all changes.  
 
Instructions for performing each of these types of operations follows: 
 

8.7.1.1 Working with field visibility 

Visible fields are indicated by a checkmark in the Show? column within the Field List.  If a field is not 
checked, then it will not be shown.   
 
You may use the Toggle Selected button to check/uncheck the checkbox for the selected fields.  This can 
be handy when you want to hide or show many fields at once. 
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Query Definition -> Field Selection Window 
 
Tip: Removing fields that are currently in the ORDER BY clause of the SQL statement will cause the 
field(s) to be removed from the order by. 
 

8.7.1.2 Reordering fields 

The order that the fields are displayed in the Field List is the same as they will be shown in the table view. 
 
To reorder fields: 
 
1.  Select the fields you wish to reorder using the mouse and ctrl/shift keys. 
2.  Press the left mouse button over one of the selected fields and hold it down. 
3.  Drag the selection to your desired position in the list.  You can scroll through to the bottom of the list if 
desired. 
4.  Release the left mouse button. 
 

8.7.2 Filters 
The Filters tab allows a user to limit the number of records returned in the active table or graph view.   
 
An example of this interface: 
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Query Definition -> Filters Tab 
 
As the selection changes in the list, the interface objects above the list will change based on the current 
selection.  This allows the user to quickly change values in the filter list by selecting any item in the list, 
changing any values from the fields above the list, and clicking the 'Update' button.  The 'Update' button 
will update the selected row in the filter list. 
 
A description of the interface follows: 
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Option Description 

Field drop-down list This is a list of every field in the current report.  Select a field to filter by before 
clicking the 'Add Filter' or 'Update' buttons.  The short name of a field may also be 
entered. 

Operator list This is a list of every operator available for the currently selected field.  A text field 
has a different set of available operators than does a numeric field.  The set of 
operators is also different for a timestamp field.  The operators 'Field contains', 'Field 
starts with', 'Field ends with', 'Field xxx', etc are not valid for numeric and timestamp 
fields. 
 
The following operators are supported on this page: 
 
Equal 
Less than 
Less than or equal to 
Greater than 
Greater than or equal to 
Not equal 
Is null 
Is Not null 
Range 
List 
Not List 
Field contains 
Field starts with 
Field ends with 
Field does not contain 
Field does not start with 
Field does not end with 

Value text box Use this textbox to enter the value to apply to the current field using the selected 
operator.  The value should match the format presented by the 'Example' label 
directly beneath the text box.  Text fields should have their values enclosed in 'single 
quotes' and if the operator is 'Range', 'List' or 'Not list' then more than one values 
each separated by a space is expected.  Whenever entering a value, follow the 
example provided. 

Add Filter button This button creates a new filter and adds the filter to the Record Selection Filter List. 

Value/Expression 
button 

This button allows the user to enter a valid SQL expression instead of a single value.  
This provides greater flexibility but requires that you know SQL syntax.  Any errors in 
the SQL statement will prevent the query from running and will cause an SQL error 
message. 

AND/OR options Use this to indicate whether two filters should be ANDed together or OR'd together.  

Parens ( ) button The 'Parens ( )' button allows grouping of multiple filters in the Record Selection 
Filter List into a single logical expression by placing parentheses around the set of 
filters.  If parentheses already exist for the starting and ending record in the selected 
range, the parenthese will be removed by pressing this button. 

Remove All This button will clear the list of filters. 

Update button This provides the ability to change the selected filter from the Record Selection Filter 
List. 

Remove button This button allows the user to remove one or more records from the Record 
Selection Filter List. 

Filter List This is a list of all of the active filters to be applied to the report.  Use the 'Add Filter' 
button to add a filter to the list.  Press the OK button on the bottom of the Query 
Definition dialog to close the dialog and display the report using the filters from the 
list. 
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8.7.2.1 Adding a Filter 

1) First select the field from the Field drop down list. 
2) Select the desired operator from the operator list.  Tip: Character fields have more operators 

available. 
3) Type in the value that the operator should test for.   
4) Press the Add Filter button to add the filter to the list. 
5) Press the OK button to close this interface and run the query using the new filter. 

 

8.7.2.2 Grouping Filters 

By selecting more than one entries in the list and pressing the 'Parens ( )' button the user can add or 
remove a set of parentheses.  To remove parentheses around multiple filters, select the range of records 
that contain the starting and ending parentheses and click the 'Parens ( )' button.  Parentheses are 
necessary in order to make complex evaluations in the where clause of an SQL statement such as:  
CPUTIME >10 OR (IO > 1000 AND JOBNAME LIKE ‘QZ%’) 
 

8.7.3 Save Query Definition (Save As...) 
Query Definitions are saved using the Query Definition -> Save As... menu for an active table view.  The 
query definition behind a graph view is saved using the Graph Definition -> Save As... menu for a graph 
view.  All Query Definitions are saved into the user-defined reports database.  You can specify the folder 
name to save the query definition into within this database.  These are accessed later from the User-
defined reports folder for the collection type you are working with.  Typically, these queries can be reused 
on any collection data of the same type (i.e. Job Watcher.) 
 
An example of the Save Query Definition interface is shown below: 
 

 
 
The interface elements within this window are described in more detail below: 
 

iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
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Option Description 

Component The name of the component this query should be visible in. 

Category 3-character identifier for the folder the query should be saved into. 
If you wish to define new folder give it a name not already in the drop down list like 
‘DX1’ 

(Folder) Name The name of the folder to store the query into 

(Folder) Description A long description to give the user-defined folder. (optional) 

Minimum VRM The minimum IBM i VRM that this query should be visible too in nnn format (i.e. 610, 
710, 730, etc.) 
If the collection was created on a system older than this value, then this query will 
not appear. 

Maximum VRM The maximum IBM i VRM that this query should be visible too.  Use the value of 0 
for no maximum. 

Description The user-defined description for the query.  This description can be up to 250 
characters long. 

 

8.8 Properties  
This section describes the properties available for all table views in iDoctor.  Additional tabs are available 
in some components for certain types of reports. 

8.8.1 Record Quick View 
This tab is part of the property pages for a table view.  This interface is covered in the Main Window PDF 
under The Main Window -> Record Quick View.  
 

8.8.2 SQL 
This tab is part of the property pages for a table view.  This interface is covered in the Main Window PDF 
under The Main Window -> Object Properties -> SQL.  
 

8.8.3 Columns 
This tab is part of the property pages for a table view.  This interface is covered in the Main Window PDF 
under The Main Window -> Object Properties -> Columns. 

iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
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9  Graph Views 

The graph views in iDoctor display line, bar, area and pie charts built using SQL statements executed 
against data on the system.  There are several different types of graphs supported:  vertical stacked bar, 
vertical bar (side-by-side), horizontal stacked bar, horizontal bar (side-by-side), pie chart, area, vertical 
overlapping bar and horizontal overlapping bar.   
 
In most cases, each color in the graph represents a different field from the query and each stacked bar 
represents a single row in the query results returned.  In a few cases in iDoctor, a 'flattening' technique is 
used where a single stacked bar may be built from many rows and different values of a single field make 
up the various colors.  (See 12x loop advanced graphs in CSI) 
 
The graphs provide an optional attached legend identifying the fields in the SQL statement by color and 

where used within the graph.  This button on the toolbar may be used to hide or show the legend. 
 

 
Job Watcher graph built from multiple collections 
  
If necessary, use the scroll bars to navigate through the data shown in the graphs.  Due to the potential to 
view vast amounts of data at one time, the graph data is shown a page at a time.  The number of bars 
shown per page is configurable through the Preferences interface.  When scrolling through the data the 
scale of the axes can be set to adjust automatically.  This is another option on the Preferences interface.   

 
Preferences -> Display -> Enable automatic scaling 
 
If automatic scaling is disabled, then the graph scale will be set to the maximum/minimum values of the 
first page shown in the graph.   
 
Additional information about each piece of data in the graph is available by moving the mouse over the 
bar of interest.  A flyover help window will appear in yellow providing this information.  Some of this 
information is also displayed in the status bar as the mouse moves from bar to bar. The user can also 

iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
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click on any bar to get a complete look at all the information for that particular piece of the graph and any 
other applicable data that goes with it (interval, job, etc).. 
 
The Position Indicator Pane in the status bar indicates exactly which bars are being viewed out of the 
total possible.   

 
Graph position indicator pane in status bar (bottom right) 
 

9.1 iDoctor-supplied graphs 
iDoctor-supplied graphs are graphs shipped by IBM within iDoctor.  Typically, iDoctor-supplied graphs will 
have additional drill-down options that are not accessible from the user-defined graphs. 
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9.2 User-defined graphs 
User-defined graphs are created by the user and saved into a graph definition within the iDoctor User 
Defined Reports Database.   
 
A user-defined graph can be initially created either from a table view or by modifying and saving an 
iDoctor-supplied graph.  Creating a graph from a table view is done using the Graph Definition -> Define 
New... popup menu of a table view. 
 

9.3 Vertical vs Horizontal  
All iDoctor graphs fall into two categories: vertical and horizontal. 
  

9.3.1 Vertical graphs 
Vertical graphs have an X-axis (labels) at the bottom, the primary Y-axis is on the left and the optional 
secondary Y-axis is on the right (always lines.)  The primary Y-axis is what defines the graph type (see 
the next section.) 
 
The list of graph types that are vertical are: 

1. Area 
2. Lines 
3. Pie 
4. Vertical bar 

 

9.3.2 Horizontal graphs 
Horizontal bar graphs have an X-axis (labels) on the left, the primary Y-axis is on the bottom and no 
secondary Y-axis. 
 
The list of graph types that are horizontal are: 

1. Gantt 
2. Horizontal bar 

 

9.4 Graph Types 
iDoctor supports many different types of graphs.  Most iDoctor graphs are stacked bar graphs with either 
horizontal or vertical bars.  The vertical bar graphs in iDoctor will often have lines on the Y2-axis. 

Use the graph popup menu Graph Definition -> Set Graph type to change the graph type. 

iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
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Graph Definition -> Set Graph type menu 

Note: The graph type refers only to the primary Y-axis.  If supported a secondary Y-axis showing lines 
may also exist. 

Examples for each type of graph available are listed below: 

 

9.4.1 Gantt 

Gantt charts are used in iDoctor to display where a job executed over time in comparison to other jobs. 

The time of day is listed on the bottom and each job starts and ends throughout that period as shown in 
the graph. 

Note:  Keep in mind the duration of the job could be longer than what is visible here depending on which 
wait buckets (or other metrics) are graphed.  Only if ALL wait buckets are included would the duration of 
the jobs be accurate in this style of graph.   
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Gantt chart in Collection Services Investigator (excluding idle waits) 

 

To include all wait buckets on this chart, press this button  on the Data Viewer toolbar.  Pressing it 
again would toggle these idle wait off. 

 

 

Gantt chart including idle waits 
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9.4.2 Lines 

A lines graph in iDoctor can be used in iDoctor if desired by the user.  It changes the metrics on the 
primary Y-axis to each be a line. 

 

Note: The secondary Y-axis line options for widgets are not currently available on the primary Y-axis for 
this type of graph. 

 

 

Line graph example 

9.4.3 Pie 

Pie charts display the metrics on the Y1-axis as percentages of the total of all values.     

 

Tip: This type of chart works best if the bars shown per page is set to 1.  You can do this using the Graph 
Definition -> Set bars per page -> 1 menu option or simply use the Graph Definition -> Set graph type -> 
Pie (with 1 record per page) option to do this in 1-step. 
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Pie chart example 

 

9.4.4 Vertical bars stacked 

This type of graph is the most common type used in iDoctor.  It allows both a Y1 and Y2 axis, giving 
multiple types of data on the graph simultaneously.  The Y1-axis contains stacked bar colors.   

The Y2-axis in all iDoctor graphs are lines.  These can be configured from the legend by right-clicking on 
them to add widgets (shapes) to the line points if desired.  Various styles of lines can also be used 
(dashed, dots, etc) and the colors and widths may also be adjusted.   

Tip: Graphs of this type allow the use of the Toggle Graph Format button on the toolbar.   

1. Pressing this button for a time-based graph will convert the graph to Lines on the Y1 axis 
instead. 

2. Pressing this button for a rankings graph will convert the graph to Horizontal stacked bars 
and the Y2 axis will not be available. 

If you need to see the total value of all colors for a record or time interval, then simply click on it to select it 
and the Math Pane in the status bar will give you the total SUM of those values. 
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Vertical stacked bar graph  

 

9.4.5 Vertical bars side-by-side 

Vertical side-by-side graphs will show vertical bars, but each metric per X-axis point is shown side-by-side 
instead of stacked.  This type of graph is best used with graphs only having 2 to 4 metrics on the Y1-axis.  
More than that is allowed but are difficult to read and seldom used for that reason. 

 

 

Vertical bar side-by-side graph 
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9.4.6 Vertical bars overlapping 

Vertical overlapping bar graphs will show you the maximum metric per interval at the top of each bar.  The 
metrics overlap each other and only the highest values will appear at the top of each bar/interval. 

 

 

Vertical overlapping graph 

 

9.4.7 Horizontal bars stacked  

This type of graph is typically used in iDoctor for Ranking graphs.  This graph type does not include a Y2-
axis but since the labels are drawn horizontally are usually easier to read when listing job names or object 
names. 
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Horizontal bars stacked graphs 

Tip: Graphs of this type allow the use of the Toggle Graph Format button on the toolbar.  Pressing 
this button will convert the graph to Vertical stacked bars instead. 

 

9.4.8 Horizontal bars side-by-side 

Horizontal side-by-side graphs will show horizontal bars, but each metric per point is shown side-by-side 
instead of stacked.  This type of graph is best used with graphs only having 2 to 4 metrics on the Y1-axis.  
More than that is allowed but are difficult to read and seldom used for that reason. 
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Horizontal bars side-by-side 

 

9.4.9 Horizontal bars overlapping 

Horizontal overlapping bar graphs will show you the maximum metric per label at the end of each bar.  
The metrics overlap each other and only the highest values will appear at the end of each bar on the right 
side. 

 

 

Horizontal bars overlapping 
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9.5 Graph Popup Menu 
iDoctor graphs typically offer at the top the most likely drill downs you may wish to use next.  Depending 
on the component and the graph being used, you will see options like Rankings, Detail reports and more. 
 
From an Overview (time-based) chart typically you will select an area of interest and drill down into a 
rankings chart next.  This will rank jobs, or disk units, or whatever type of data you are graphing into 
logical grouping and sorts them.   
 
An example graph popup menu is:  
 

 
Drilling down from a Collection overview time signature graph 
 
The graph and report menu options are discussed in more detail in the PDFs applicable for each 
component. 
 
The following table describes the menu options available: 
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Menu Description 

Quick View Quick View works similarly to Record Quick View for tables.  It provides an interface 
to view the metrics behind the selected bar in a vertical list.   

Preferences Displays the Preferences window.  With this interface the user can change the 
number of bars shown per page and customize font and other graph settings. 

Change SQL 
Parameters 

Displays the Change SQL Parameters interface allowing you to modify settings in 
the SQL statement behind the graph.  In several graphs in iDoctor parameters are 
provided to allow users to filter the data more easily. 

Graph Definition -> 
Show legend 

Displays the legend if it is not already visible. 

Graph Definition -> 
Set graph type 

Allows you to modify the graph type of the primary Y-axis.  See the previous section 
for more information. 

Graph Definition -> 
Set bars per page 

Allows the user to quickly set the bars shown per page, or to reset this value back to 
the default. 

Graph Definition -> 
Adjust primary 
scale 

Allows the user to quickly adjust the primary axis maximum value based on a 
percentage of the current maximum scale value shown.   Use the Reset option to set 
the scale based on the largest value in the graph. 

Graph Definition -> 
Adjust secondary 
scale 

Allows the user to quickly adjust the secondary axis maximum value based on a 
percentage of the current maximum scale value shown.   Use the Reset option to set 
the scale based on the largest value in the graph 

Graph Definition -> 
Set threshold 

This option will draw a threshold line straight across a vertical bar graph at the 
desired percentage of the Y2-axis.  For example, this graph shows a threshold line 
added at 90%. 
 

 
Graph with (yellow) threshold line at 90% 

Graph Definition -> 
Set pie label style 

This applies only to Pie charts and allows customization of how the labels appear on 
the graph. 
 

 
Set pie label style options 

iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
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Graph Definition -> 
General 

Displays the graph definition interface’s General tab. 

Graph Definition -> 
X-axis 

Displays the graph definition interface’s X-axis tab. 

Graph Definition -> 
Primary Y-axis 

Displays the graph definition interface’s Primary Y-axis tab. 

Graph Definition -> 
Secondary Y-axis 

Displays the graph definition interface’s Secondary Y-axis tab. 

Graph Definition -> 
Flyover 

Displays the graph definition interface’s Flyover tab. 

Graph Definition -> 
Save As 

Saves the graph definition. 

Duplicate as Table Produces a new table view based on the SQL Statement used to produce the graph. 

Duplicate as Graph Produces a duplicate copy of the graph into the desired Data Viewer.  This lets you 
move a graph from one Data Viewer to another 

Properties Displays the properties for the currently selected point on the graph as well as other 
information such as the SQL statement behind the graph view.   

 
Other popup menu items are shown depending on the type of data/analysis being viewed.  These 
additional options are covered under the documentation for the appropriate collection type. 
 

9.6 Legend  
All graphs provide an optional legend.  The legend shows all the fields displayed on the graph and the 
fields defined in the SQL Statement that are available.   
 

 
Overview graph with legend  
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The Legend contains the following sections, each representing an aspect of the graph: 
 

Interface Element Description 

Sorted On This section is just a label that identifies how the graph is sorted. 

Situations 
(Background) 

Contains a list of situations found in the collection and how many hits for each.  
Situations are shown in background colors in some of the vertical bar graphs in CSI, 
Disk Watcher and Job Watcher. 
 
Tip: Click on one of the options like All situations, None or a specific situation to 
change the graph background appropriately. 

X-Axis (Labels) Contains the fields shown that make up the labels along the X-axis.  Up to 5 fields 
may be used to construct the X-axis labels. 

Primary Y-Axis  Identifies the list of fields and colors (and patterns) that make up the colors on the 
graph’s Primary Y-axis.  You can drag and drop fields in this section to rearrange 
their order shown on the graph.    

Secondary Y-Axis 
(Lines) 

Displays the list of fields and colors used for the secondary Y axis lines shown on 
the graph.  These fields are only displayable for vertical graphs. 

Flyover Fields Displays the list of fields to be displayed as optional flyovers when placing the 
mouse over an area on the graph.   

Available Fields This section lists all fields that are not defined in any of the previous sections in the 
legend.   

 
Tip: Drag and drop is supported for all sections of the legend except the Sorted on and Situations 
sections. 
This allows fields to be moved from one section of the graph to another. 
 
You can also manipulate the legend and graph using the Legend’s popup menu: 
 

 
Legend Popup Menu 
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Popup Menu Description 

Alternate Views  If available, allows the user to quickly switch the graph to another IBM-supplied 
graph built from the current SQL statement. 

Sort Select 1 or more fields and use this option to rerun the SQL statement, changing the 
order of the data shown on the graph. 
 
Tip:  If you select multiple fields then the values are added together before sorting. 
 
For example, this graph was sorted by ALL Primary Y-axis fields so the highest total 
for all buckets is shown first: 
 

 
Sort ->Descending by all primary Y-axis fields 

Edit… This option shows the Edit Column interface which lets you modify a column’s 
settings such as description and color.  In iDoctor, a field’s short name identifies it 
uniquely across all components.      

Add Filter… This lets you define a filter to add to the graph to reduce the data shown. 
 
Tip: If a filter is applied the graph will be updated and the filter value will be shown in 
the graph legend with a red font. 
 

 
Filter example 

Remove selected 
filter 

If the currently selected field in the legend has a filter this option will remove it. 

Remove ALL filters This will remove all filters from the graph. 

Set color Allows the user to change the selected field’s color using the Color Window. 

Set pattern Allows the user to change the pattern for the selected bar.  These patterns are only 
visible if the Display Patterns option in the Preferences interface is enabled. 

Set graph type Allows the user to modify the graph type of the primary Y-axis.    

Hide/show borders This option allows you to remove or redisplay the thin border around every bar in the 
graph.  Removing the border around a field in the bar graph can cause it to become 
more noticeable. 

Add to X-axis label Adds the selected field to the X-axis 

Add to primary Y-
axis 

Adds the selected field to the Primary Y-axis 

iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
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Add to secondary 
Y-axis 

Adds the selected field to the Secondary Y-axis 

Add to flyover Adds the selected field to the Flyover. 

Remove all except 
selected 

Removes all fields from the current section of the graph you are working with except 
the selected one. 

Remove from graph Removes the selected field from the graph and adds it to the list of Available fields. 

Hide legend Hides the legend. 

Search google for 
XYZ 

This will open the default web browser and perform a Google search for the selected 
field description/name. 

 
  

Set color Allows the user to change the selected field’s color using the Color Window. 

Set pattern Allows the user to change the pattern for the selected bar.  These patterns are only 
visible if the Display Patterns option in the Preferences interface is enabled. 

Set graph type Allows the user to modify the graph type of the primary Y-axis.    

Hide/show borders This option allows you to remove or redisplay the thin border around every bar in the 
graph.  Removing the border around a field in the bar graph can cause it to become 
more noticeable. 

Add to X-axis label Adds the selected field to the X-axis 

Add to primary Y-
axis 

Adds the selected field to the Primary Y-axis 

Add to secondary 
Y-axis 

Adds the selected field to the Secondary Y-axis 

Add to flyover Adds the selected field to the Flyover. 

Remove all except 
selected 

Removes all fields from the current section of the graph you are working with except 
the selected one. 

Remove from graph Removes the selected field from the graph and adds it to the list of Available fields. 

Hide legend Hides the legend. 

Search google for 
XYZ 

This will open the default web browser and perform a Google search for the selected 
field description/name. 

 
 

9.7 Filter 
The Filter interface is accessed by right-clicking a field in the legend and using the Add Filter menu. 
Filters can be defined on one or more columns and each filter will modify the SQL statement (within the 
where clause) to perform the desired filtering.  The text for fields that have filters applied are drawn with a 
red color. 
 
The following shows an example of a graph with the Filter window open (but the filter is not yet applied): 
 

iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
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Graph with Filter window, Apply button not yet pressed 
 
Pressing the Apply button reruns the query using the desired filter and updates the results. 

 
Graph with Filter window, Apply button has been pressed 
 
The following options are available: 
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Option Description 

Field The field to filter the graph data on.  By default, this is the same field that was right-
clicked (or last clicked on from the legend.) 

Operator The type of operation to use for this filter.  The possible operators available depends 
on the type of the field selected. 
 
Numeric field operators: 

  
 
Text field operators: 

 
 
Note:  the = (equal) operator may not work for fields derived from the double 
function. 

Value This is the value to apply to the filter.   
 
Generally, the filter is something like  
FIELD OP VALUE  
 
where OP is the operator, FIELD is the field to filter on and VALUE is a constant 
numeric or text string. 

Match case This checkbox indicates whether a case-sensitive search will be performed. 

Add/Update Filter This button will add or update the desired filter in the graph.  The change does not 
take effect until the Apply button is pressed or the graph is refreshed. 

Apply This button will rerun the query behind the graph and apply any changes made to 
filters defined. 

Advanced 
checkbox 

This checkbox will hide/display the additional options on this window.  Generally, 
they are not needed unless you wish to define more advanced options.   
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Filter Window with Advanced options displayed 
 

Option Description 

Boolean condition When using multiple filters this allows you to define if you want ALL conditions true 
(use AND) or EITHER one (use OR). 
 
By default, all filters must be true and use the AND Boolean condition. 

Parens () This let you place parentheses around the multiple filters selected.  This allows you 
to control how the logic is performed and the order of operations to have special 
filtering like: 
 
(X = 1 AND Y = 2) OR Z = 3 
 
This button will only be enabled if 2 or more fields in the list are selected. 

Remove All Removes all filters from the list.  Hit the Apply button to rerun the SQL statement and 
update the graph 

Update  This will update the selected filter in the list based on any changes in the fields 
above. 

Remove Removes the selected filter(s) from the list. 

Filter list The list of filters to apply to the current SQL statement. 

 

9.7.1 SQL Statement Changes 
When filters or the Query Definition interface options are used, the SQL statement is modified so that the 
existing SQL statement becomes a subselect of a new statement.  For example: 
 

SELECT * FROM (SELECT MESSAGE_ID, SEVERITY, MESSAGE_TEXT, MESSAGE_TIMESTAMP,  

MESSAGE_SECOND_LEVEL_TEXT  AS MESSAGE_DETAILS, ORDINAL_POSITION AS POS  

FROM TABLE(QSYS2/JOBLOG_INFO('185161/QUSER/QZDASOINIT')) A 

) GUI_FILTER WHERE UPPER(SEVERITY) = 30 ORDER BY POS DESC 

 
The identifier "GUI_FILTER" is used by the iDoctor GUI to indicate that this special type of filtering has 
been defined.  Removing or changing this value in the SQL Editor will cause the filters to be no longer 
usable via the GUI. 
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9.8 Properties  
This section describes the Properties interface for iDoctor graphs.  Additional tabs are available in some 
components and are covered in the documentation for those components. 

 

9.8.1 Quick View 
The Quick View page contains all the information about a bar in the graph from the data retrieved by the 
SQL Statement.  Access this screen by double-clicking on any bar in a graph view or use the Quick View 
menu in the graph’s popup-menu. 
 

 
Graph Properties – Quick View Example 
 
Tip: The check boxes provide options for hiding or showing different parts of the graph’s data in the 
interface.  
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9.8.2 SQL 
This tab is part of the property pages for a graph view.  This interface is covered in the Main Window PDF 
under The Main Window -> Object Properties -> SQL.  
 

9.8.3 Columns 
This tab is part of the property pages for a graph view.  This interface is covered in the Main Window PDF 
under The Main Window -> Object Properties -> Columns. 
  

9.9 Graph Definitions 
In iDoctor, users can define graphs over data generated by any SQL statement desired.  Graphs are 
defined using a graph definition in iDoctor.  Graph definitions supply the unique information that builds a 
user-defined or iDoctor-supplied graph.  Like query definitions, graph definitions are stored in a report 
database.   
 
A graph definition defines everything needed to display the graph including the query definition (SQL 
statement.)  Whenever a graph definition is saved, the query definition is also saved.  
 
The menu to create a new graph is the Graph Definition -> Define New... option within a table view. 
This action will display the graph definition interface.  You can also open the graph definition interface for 
a graph using the graph definition menu or by double-clicking the legend in a graph. 
 
There are several panels in the interface that make up the graph definition.  These pages are discussed 
in greater detail in the next sections.  A summary of the pages that make up a graph definition is shown 
below: 
 

Page Name Description 

General Defines the general features of the graph, like the type of graph and the graph’s title. 

X-axis Defines the field(s) to show on the X-axis as well as the text to separate them if 
desired. 

Primary Y-axis This page defines the fields, colors, patterns and descriptions to use for the bars in 
the graph.  Up to 32 different fields/colors may be defined in the graph definition.   

Secondary Y-axis This page identifies the secondary Y-axis.  This axis consists of multiple lines of the 
desired color and width.  This axis can only be shown on vertical bar graphs. 

Flyover Lists the additional fields to show when the mouse is placed over a bar in the graph. 

SQL This tab contains the parameterized SQL statement for the graph.  iDoctor uses 
many parameters which are replaced at run-time and these parameter markers are 
revealed with this view. 

 

9.9.1 General 
The general page lets the user define the graph description, the type of graph to display as well as the 
number of bars to show on the graph if this should differ from the value shown on the preferences 
interface. 
 

iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
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Graph Definition General Tab 
 
 

Option Description 

Graph Description A description of the graph that is displayed as the graph's title.    

Graph type This identifies the type of graph and refers to the look of the Primary Y-axis 
specifically. 

Bars per page 
override 

This value can be used to optionally specify the number of bars to show per page on 
this graph.  If a value is not specified on this page, then the applicable bars per page 
value on the Preferences window will be used instead. 

Minimum VRM This is the minimum VRM of the collection data that this graph will appear for.  This 
is checked against the IBM i OS VRM for the system that created the data collection. 
 
Note:  For iDoctor-supplied graphs, this value is read-only. 

Maximum VRM This is the maximum VRM of the collection data that this graph will appear for.  This 
is checked against the IBM i OS VRM for the system that created the data collection. 
 
Note:  For iDoctor-supplied graphs, this value is read-only. 

Location This identifies where the graph definition is located within the indicated report 
database. 

Open button This will open the report database where this graph definition is located.  If the DB is 
located on the PC then this will only work if MS Access is installed. 

 
 

9.9.2 X-axis 
The X-axis page lets you define the fields to display as the X-axis label.   Up to 3 fields may be used to 
make up the label and the text to separate each field may be specified here as well. 
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Graph Definition X-axis 
 

Options Description 

X-Axis Description The description to display under the X-Axis on the graph.   

Field 1 The field to use as the 1st X-axis field on the graph. 

Field 2 The optional field to use as the 2nd X-axis field on the graph.   

Field 3 The optional field to use as the 3rd X-axis field on the graph. 

Field separator The text to separate the fields in the X-axis label if multiple fields are used.  By 
default, this is a single space. 

 

9.9.3 Primary Y-axis 
Use the Primary Y-axis page to define the fields that should be displayed on Y1-axis for the graph.  Each 
field has several options to customize how it appears on the graph.   
 
Tip:  In iDoctor if the graph type is a horizontal (bar) graph then the Y1-axis appears at the bottom of the 
graph and not the left. 
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Graph Definition Primary Y-axis 
 
A table describing the options on this screen follows: 
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Option Description 

Primary Y-axis 
Description 

A description of the primary Y-axis.    

Scaling - Sync 
with Y2  

This value indicates if the scaling (min/max values) of the primary Y-axis will be in sync 
with the secondary Y-axis or not.  

Scaling - 
Maximum 

This value (if not blank) will be the maximum value shown on the Y1 axis. 
 
Note: If values occur in the data beyond this value, then the graph data will be truncated. 

Scaling - 
Minimum 

This value (if not blank) will be the minimum value shown on the Y1 axis. 
 
Note: If values occur in the data beyond this value, then the graph data will be truncated. 

Flattened Y-
axis  

If checked, the graph becomes a "flattened" graph.  Flattened graphs are built such that 
each stacked bar is defined from multiple rows in the data.   
 
Note: Special SQL syntax is required for this to work properly.  For an example, see the 
Memory pool graphs -> Flattened style in CSI.  The SQL statement must contain a 
ROW_NUM field. 

(Flattened-)On 
field 

This value indicates the field the flattened graph is using to define the colors/values 
shown.   
 
The flattened-on field is used to determine the colors on the graph.  For example, if this is 
a memory pool graph and the flattened-on field is POOL (the pool number), then pool 1 
might be red, pool 2 green, etc. 

(Flattened) 
Minimum 
Filter 

This is used typically to filter the data in the graph by a maximum number of 
occurrences/colors.  For example, if each color is a disk unit and the SQL is setup 
properly to rank the disk units, this could define the max disk units to include in the 
results. 
 
The SQL parameter used is <<STACKEDFILTER>>.  If this parameter does not exist in 
the SQL statement, then modifying this value will have no effect. 
 
An example graph in iDoctor that use this setting is the CSI – System graphs - LPAR CPU 
time. 

Patterns This indicates if patterns (hatchings) will be shown on the graph.   
 
It overrides the same setting in Preferences –> Display -> Patterns. 

Hide time 
breaks 

This setting allows the user to turn off the vertical dashed lines used to indicate breaks 
between different collections when graphing multiple collections. 

Field Allows selection of a field to add to (or modify in) in the field list.  Changing the field will 
update the description to match the field description for the selected field. 

Description The description that identifies the data in the graph for the current field.  This description 
will be displayed in the graph's legend. 

Fill Color 
Button 

Displays the Color window so the color to use for the field selected (in the list) can be 
modified.  If no color is selected a color will be randomly assigned.   

Fill Color 
Pattern Button 

Shows the Fill Pattern Selection window that allows a user to modify the hatching 
(pattern) to use for the current field.  These patterns will only be shown if the Display 
Patterns checkbox is checked or the Display Patterns option within the Preferences 
interface is checked. 
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Border color If the graph is a bar graph, then this changes the color for the border.  The default border 
width is 1 pixel.   
 
The possible values are: 

 
 
A value of “Same” means the color will match the fill color for the field (which in effect 
means no border will be visible. 
 
Tip: If the number of bars per page on the graph exceeds 250 then the border is 
automatically removed from the graph to avoid the graph appearance changing too much 
and looking more and more black with many bars. 
 

 
Example: Object lock contention field has border color of red and 5 pixel width 

Border width If the graph is a bar graph, then this changes the width for the border.  The default border 
width is 1 pixel. 

Toggle 
selected 
patterns 

This option will toggle the selected fields' pattern setting to solid fill or back to a pattern.   
Use this button to more easily construct a graph where only 1 or 2 fields use a pattern and 
the rest show a solid fill pattern.   
Tip: This is only enabled if the Patterns checkbox is checked. 

Update The update button is used to modify the selected field in the field list.   

Remove This option will remove the selected fields from the list. 

Field list Displays the field names, descriptions and colors and more to use for the fields on the Y1-
axis of the graph.  By clicking OK on this window, any changes to this list will be applied to 
the graph. 

 

9.9.3.1 To Add a Field 

1.  Select the field you wish to use for the new field from the Field drop-down list. 
2.  If desired, modify the description of the field from the field description. 
3.  If desired, define a color and pattern for this Y-Axis field.  If this is not done, a color will be 
automatically assigned.  The pattern only applies if the Display -> Preferences -> Patterns checkbox is 
checked. 
4.  Click the Add Field button to add the field to the list of fields. 
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9.9.4 Secondary Y-axis 
This page allows the user to define a secondary Y-axis consisting of 1 or more lines on a graph.   This 
axis is not visible for horizontal graphs and only will appear for vertical graphs.  It will always appear on 
the right-side of the graph. 
 

 
Graph Definition Secondary Y-axis 
 
A table describing the options on this screen follows: 
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Option Description 

Description The title to give the secondary Y-axis. 

Scaling - Maximum This value (if not blank) will be the maximum value shown on the axis. 

Scaling - Minimum This value (if not blank) will be the minimum value shown on the axis. 

Scaling – 
Threshold 

Specifying a value here (other than -1) will draw a yellow threshold line at the value 
given.   

Flattened Y-axis  This value is always read on but included here as it does affect the Y2-axis.  To 
change it you must do so from the Primary Y-axis tab. 
 
If checked, the graph becomes a "flattened" graph.  Flattened graphs are built such 
that each stacked bar is defined from multiple rows in the data.   
 
Note: Special SQL syntax is required for this to work properly.  For an example, see 
the Memory pool graphs -> Flattened style in CSI.  The SQL statement must contain 
a ROW_NUM field. 

Flatten on This value is always read on but included here as it does affect the Y2-axis.  To 
change it you must do so from the Primary Y-axis tab. 
 
This value indicates the field the flattened graph is using to define the colors/values 
shown.   
 
The flattened-on field is used to determine the colors on the graph.  For example, if 
this is a memory pool graph and the flattened-on field is POOL (the pool number), 
then pool 1 might be red, pool 2 green, etc. 

Field  The list of fields available to add to the secondary Y-axis. 

Description The description for the field to show on the legend to add to the secondary Y-axis.   

Line Style This changes the style for the line. 
The possible values are: 

 
Line Color The color to use for the current line. 

Line width The number of pixels wide to draw the current line. 

Widget (name) This allows each point of the line to contain an optional shape called a widget.  
These shapes have different names and the choices are: 
 

 
Widget color This allows each point of the line to contain an optional shape called a widget.  This 

is the color to draw the widget with. 
Press the Change button to change the color. 
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Widget size This allows each point of the line to contain an optional shape called a widget.  This 
is the size to draw the widget.  The bigger the number, the bigger the widget will 
appear. 
 

 
Secondary Y-axis line with size 30 diamond widget 

Update The update button is used to modify the selected field in the field list.   

Remove This option will remove the selected fields from the list. 

Field list Displays the field names, descriptions, colors and more to use for the fields on the 
Y2-axis of the graph. 

 

9.9.5 Flyover 
This page allows the user to define up to additional fields to show on the flyover window for the current 
graph.  Flyovers are shown when the mouse is placed over a point of interest on the graph (like a bar or 
line). 
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Graph Definition - Flyover 

 

9.9.6 SQL 

This tab displays the parameterized version of the SQL statement behind the graph.  iDoctor uses many 
parameters for iDoctor-supplied SQL statements and this interface will reveal them. 

The window also features a text field where the desired input can be searched for within the statement. 

Note:  The SQL statement cannot be edited via this interface unless you are viewing the graph definition 
via the User-Defined Reports Database.  It cannot be edited for IBM defined graphs. 
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Graph Definition -> SQL 

9.9.7 Save Graph Definition (Save As...) 
Graph Definitions are saved using the Graph Definition -> Save As... menu for a graph view.  All Graph 
Definitions are saved into the user-defined reports database.  You can specify the folder name to save 
the query definition into within this database.  These are accessed later from the User-defined reports 
folder for the collection type you are working with.  Typically, these queries can be reused on any 
collection data of the same type (i.e. Job Watcher.) 
 
An example of the Save Graph Definition interface is shown below: 
 

iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
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The interface elements within this window are described in more detail below: 
 

GUI element Description 

Component The name of the component this graph should be visible in. 

Category 3-character identifier for the folder the graph should be saved into. 
If you wish to define new folder, give it a name not already in the drop down list like 
‘DX1’ 

(Folder) Name The name of the folder to store the query into 

(Folder) 
Description 

A long description to give the user-defined folder. (optional) 

Minimum VRM The minimum IBM i VRM that this query should be visible too in nnn format (i.e. 610, 
710, 730, etc.) 
If the collection was created on a system older than this value, then this query will not 
appear. 
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10  Synchronized Table View 

Most graphs in iDoctor will have available beneath it a table view of data.  This is the raw data behind the 
SQL statement used to build the graph.  By default, this data is hidden from view unless you need it.  

Press the  button on the Data Viewer toolbar while focus is on a graph view to open the table behind 
the graph.  Note: This option is not available when using the ASP comparison functions. 

This view works just like a regular table view except it is synchronized with the graph.  Any scrolling and 
selections made are also done in the table and vice versa. 

 

Synchronized Table View and Graph  
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11  Alternate Views 

This feature allows a user to quickly change a graph and show it in a different way using data already 
loaded.   

Tip: New in 2021 is the ability to modify the look of some tables.  Enhancements were added when 
working with Job Summary reports in CSI and the QAPMSYSTEM table. 

Press the button to activate this pane when looking at a graph or table. 

Be aware that some alternate view graphs will require the SQL statement to be reran and some do not.  If 
the SQL statement contains parameters that are different for the alternate view then the SQL query must 
be reran.   “Flattened-style” graphs also must be ran again. 

 

Alternate Views Pane 

 

Option Description 

Table This option lets you modify the table below the graph in various ways. 
 
All graphs supply these options: 

 
 
Some graphs have additional options like the CSI Collection overview graph also 
includes these: 

 
 
For some tables it allows you to modify the columns shown if special content has been 
added to iDoctor.  The places so far this support has been added include: 
- CSI Job Summary SQL tables 
- CSI QAPMSYSTEM file 

 

Graph  This is the available list of alternate view graphs.  Selecting one from the list will 
change the graph. 

 

11.1 Table alternate view example 
If a user wants to see the Y2 fields near the front of the table, they can choose the “X, Y2, Y1, Flyovers, 
All Others” option from the Table drop down list. 
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Table Alternate View: X, Y2, Y1, Flyovers, All others 

 

11.2 Interesting waits times, counts + averages example 
This option is used to reorder fields and put all information about each wait bucket together in the list. 
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CSI Collection Overview with Interesting wait times, counts + averages table alternate view option 

 

11.3 QAPMSYSTEM example 
To reorder columns in this table in different ways, open the table under Server-side output files, then use 
the Alternate Views pane. 
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QAPMSYSTEM with Page faults and auxiliary storage perspective enabled 

 

The possible choices for this file are: 

 

Alternate Views Table options for QAPMSYSTEM 
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12  Set time grouping (clock icon) 

The clock icon on the Data Viewer toolbar allows a user to modify how a time-based graph is grouped.  
Many groupings are available and make it easier to get the big picture view of thousands of records of 
data more quickly rather than scrolling through it or trying to graph thousands of points on a single screen 
(often not feasible!) 

To enable this option, press this  button and a list of options will be shown.  Picking the desired 
grouping will rerun the SQL statement using the desired time grouping. 

 

 

Clock icon menu  

 

Note: The number of options here will vary a bit based on the time grouping that was used to create the 
current collection.  For example, if using Collection Services and the collection was created with 15 min 
time intervals, then no options between 1 second and 15 minutes would be shown. 

 

Some examples of how these settings will change the graph X-axis labels are described below: 
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Option Description 

Set current as 
default 

This will use the currently shown grouping on the graph and use this is a default 
preference for all iDoctor graphs 

Collected interval 
size 

This will graph the data at whatever grouping that was used to create the original data.   
 
This option will include the interval number in the X-axis label (unless variable width bar 
mode is enabled.) 
 

 
1 second 
intervals 

Groups the data at 1 second intervals 
 

 
5 second 
intervals 

 
1-hour intervals 
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13  Normalize option 

This option can be useful if there are variations in the time taken to produce intervals shown on the 
graph.  For example, if Job Watcher was slow to initialize and the 1st 2 intervals took 10 times longer than 
the rest of the intervals, the rest of the intervals may be barely visible unless this option is turned on. 
 

When normalizing a graph, each value on the primary Y axis, is divided by the interval’s duration 
applicable to each Y axis value.  This can create a “flattening” effect to bar heights by drawing time values 
based on relative contributions.  Keep in mind that the graph was changed to be percentage based on the 
amount of time each interval took and what you are seeing are not the true values collected.  

 

The following example shows the difference between a graph with the normalize option NOT used and 
then with it applied.  In this case the Job Watcher collection had a longer than normal 2nd interval because 
the option to collect all threads active or idle on interval 1 was enabled. 

 

 

Collection overtime graph 
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Collection overview graph with Normalize option  
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14  Variable-width bar mode option 

This option can also be useful if there are variations in the time taken to produce intervals shown on 
the graph.  For example, if Job Watcher was slow to initialize and the 1st 2 intervals took 10 times longer 
than the rest of the intervals, then this fact may not be obvious unless this option is turned on. 

This graphing technique will change the graph so the amount of time each interval took is visually 
graphed when normally they are not.  Longer intervals will have wider bars and short intervals will have 
thinner bars.  This mode also changes the X-axis labeling so that each bar is not labeled.  Instead, the 
true time periods are graphed where they occurred. 

In the following example the 2nd interval was 4 times longer than the others and can be easily seen with 
variable-width bar mode enabled. 

 

Collection overview graph with variable-width bar mode enabled 
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15  Toggle graph format 

This button on the toolbar allows a graph to be quickly modified and presented in a different way.   

 

There are two types of graphs that have this option available: 

1) Rankings graphs – toggles from horizontal to vertical bars. 

2) Time-based overview graphs – toggles from stacked vertical bars to lines 

 

Please note that using this option is like setting a preference.  iDoctor will remember this the next time 
this graph or any other graph in the same folder is opened. 

In this example from Job Watcher, a rankings graph is toggled from vertical to horizontal bars.  

Note: This removes the Y2-axis and the avg response time metric but makes the label easier to read. 

 

JW –> Page allocations –> Memory page demand by generic job | current user 
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JW –> Page allocations –> Memory page demand by generic job | current user (horizontal bars) 
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16  Side-by-side comparison mode 

This option is enabled by pressing this button  when 2 or more graphs or reports exist in a Data 
Viewer.  If only 2 graphs exist in the Data Viewer, then the view will be split so 1 graph is on the top and 1 
is on the bottom so they can be compared. 

If more than 2 graphs exist in the Data Viewer when pressing this button, then you will be prompted for 
the other graph you wish to compare the current one with.  

 

 

Compare Side-by-Side window 

 

Side-by-side comparison mode 

After enabling this graph mode additional toolbar buttons will be enabled on the Data Viewer toolbar 
providing additional options for comparing the graphs: 
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Button Description 

 
Use this option to synchronize the scrolling of data while in Side-by-Side Comparison Mode. 
If pressed, then both graphs will scroll together when one of them is scrolled. 

 
Use this option to synchronize the Primary Y-axis scaling while in Side-by-Side Comparison 
Mode. 
 
If pressed, then both graphs will use the same min/max values on the primary Y-axis.  
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17  Spool File Views 

The Data Viewer can be used to display the contents of spool files on the server.  Whenever a job log for 
a collection is viewed that has already ended the job log is displayed in this view.  This is also used when 
viewing spool files on an output queue in the IBM i Explorer component. 
 
The spool file viewer will read in the entire contents of the spool file into the viewer.  Although this will 
cause delays when reading large files this allows the user to more quickly perform a text search using the 
Find feature on the toolbar after the data is loaded into the client. 
 
Tip: For large files it is best to download them as PDFs and view using Acrobat or your web browser 
using those options in the IBM i Explorer component. 
 
An example of a Spool File View is shown below: 
 

 
Spool File View from a completed job 
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18  Change SQL Parameters 

This interface allows the user to modify the iDoctor-defined parameters included in an SQL statement.  In 
some cases, the interface will appear when first opening a report if a parameter value is unknown and 
needs to be filled in by the user.  Right-click a graph and use the Change SQL Parameters… menu to 
open this window. 

 

 
Change SQL Parameters Window 

 

Each parameter (that users can modify) in the SQL statement will be listed on this screen.   Additional 
parameters exist but are not changeable therefore not discussed here. 

 

18.1 Change generic job grouping length 
This shows how a user could change the generic job grouping length from 7 to 5 in CSI or Job Watcher. 

1) Use Change SQL Parameters… menu 
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Generic job rankings with a name grouping length of 7 

2) Fill in the value 5 from the generic job grouping length and hit OK. 

 

Change SQL Parameters – Generic job grouping length to 5 
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Generic job rankings with a name grouping length of 5 
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19  Edit Column 

The Edit Column window is used to modify the attributes for a field/column in an iDoctor table or graph. 

From tables this option is accessed by right-clicking on a column heading and using the Edit… menu.  For 
graphs this option is accessed by right-clicking on a column in the graph legend and using the Edit… 
menu.  Once the edit column window is opened from the graph legend you can click on other columns in 
the legend, and it will load their settings. 

Note:  Changing a column’s attributes will make those changes permanent and visible throughout 
iDoctor.  The column’s changes are saved in the User-Defined Reports Database.  You can remove those 
changes later by going into database’s Column settings overrides folder and deleting the column. 

 

 

Edit Column  

 

Option Description 

Description The description to give the field name. 

Apply button This will apply the changes to the graph / report you are working with.  If this is an 
iDoctor-defined field then these changes are saved and reused until removed from the 
User-Defined Reports Database -> Column settings overrides folder. 
 
Tip: Columns that have been changed from the iDoctor’s defaults will have a green 
font. 

 
TIME01 column modified example 

Name This is the name of the field or column in the graph/report. 

Color The color to give the field when on a bar graph or line.  Applies only when the field is 
shown on a graph. 

Select button Allows the user to modify the color used by showing the Color Window. 

Pattern Allows the modification of the hatching/pattern used on graphs for this field, but only if 
the Preferences -> Display -> Patterns checkbox is checked. 

Show advanced 
options 

Displays additional settings for graphing. 

 

iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
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Edit Column -> Show advanced options checked 
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Option Description 

Primary Y-axis 
border color 

If the field is used on a graph’s primary Y-axis and the graph is a bar graph, then this 
changes the color for the border.  The default border width is 1 pixel.   
 
The possible values are: 

 
 
A value of “Same” means the color will match the fill color for the field (which in effect 
means no border will be visible. 
 
Tip: If the number of bars per page on the graph exceeds 250 then the border is 
automatically removed from the graph to avoid the graph appearance changing too 
much and looking more and more black with many bars. 
 

 
Example: Object lock contention field has border color of red and 5 pixel width 

Primary Y-axis 
border width 

If the field is used on a graph’s primary Y-axis and the graph is a bar graph, then this 
changes the width for the border.  The default border width is 1 pixel. 
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Primary Y-axis 
Palette 

For flattened style graphs only, the colors used are dynamic because there are a 
variable number of values shown on the graph.  This value lets you define a palette (a 
series of many colors predefined and shipped with iDoctor) for the field.   
 
Note: When drawing flattened style graphs, each color will be used from the Palette one 
at a time and when all colors are used the colors will wrap and be used again.   
 
The possible Palettes are: 
 

 
 
Using the 1st option (blank) will cause a random color to be assigned each time.  This is 
the default setting.  DARK is a series of darker colors and LIGHT are lighter colors.  The 
HUGE palettes cover all colors are predefined, so the same colors will be used each 
time the same graph is reopened for the same data.  Otherwise if no Palette is defined 
the colors will be randomly defined every time and they may not look good depending 
on chance. 

Secondary Y-
axis   line style 

If the field is used on a graph’s secondary Y-axis, this changes the style for the line. 
The possible values are: 

 
Secondary Y-
axis   line width 

If the field is used on a graph’s secondary Y-axis, this changes the width for the line. 
The possible values are 1-5 pixels. 

Secondary Y-
axis Widget 
(name) 

If the field is used on a graph’s secondary Y-axis, this allows each point of the line to 
contain an optional shape called a widget.  These shapes have different names and the 
choices are: 
 

 
Secondary Y-
axis Widget 
color 

If the field is used on a graph’s secondary Y-axis, this allows each point of the line to 
contain an optional shape called a widget.  This is the color to draw the widget with. 
Press the select button to change the color. 
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Secondary Y-
axis Widget size 

If the field is used on a graph’s secondary Y-axis, this allows each point of the line to 
contain an optional shape called a widget.  This is the size to draw the widget.  The 
bigger the number, the bigger the widget will appear. 
 

 
Secondary Y-axis line with size 30 diamond widget 
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20  Color Window 

When modifying the color of a field in iDoctor, this window is used.  Colors for iDoctor fields are defined 
using RGB values (Red/Green/Blue) where each color is a number between 0 and 255. 

Examples: 

Red = 255,0,0 

Green = 0,128,0 or 0,255,0 

Blue = 0,0,255 

 

 

Color Window 

 

The RGB values are shown in the boxes in the bottom right-corner of this interface.  You can create your 
own colors here and save / reuse here if desired. 
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21  Fill Pattern Selection 

This window allows a user to select the type of pattern they would like for the current field you are working 
with.  This option is available from the Edit Column window or from the Graph Definition Primary Y-axis 
page.   

Note: Making changes here has no effect on the graphs unless the Preferences -> Display -> Patterns 
is checked -or- the Patterns checkbox on the Graph Definition -> Primary Y-axis page is checked. 

 

Preferences -> Display -> Patterns 

 

Fill Pattern Selection 

 


